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featuring:
Sylvia Schwartz, baroque violin
John Ott, viola da gamba

Program
Canzon Prima a canto solo from Canzoni da sonare………....Girolamo Frescobaldi (1583-1643)
Violin Sonata in d minor from Partiturbuch Ludwig…………………..Antonio Bertali (1605-1669)
Sonata Prima from Sonatae Unarum Fidium……….Johann Heinrich Schmelzer (c.1623-1680)
Violin Sonata in e minor from Partiturbuch Ludwig.…………….....Andreas Oswald (1634-1665)

Intermission
Sonata 2 from Sonatae Violino Solo……………...….Heinrich Ignaz Franz von Biber (1644-1704)
Violin Sonata in A Major from Partiturbuch Ludwig…..Nathanael Schnittelbach (1633-1667)

Fin

Program Notes
Girolamo Frescobaldi (1583-1643) was born in Ferrara, and grew up in the musical court of
Duke Alfonso d'Este, where he studied organ with the great Luzzasco Luzzaschi. By age 25 he
was a famed organist and had gained a position in Rome at the Cappello Giulia. He
supplemented his salary by teaching and by publishing his compositions, mostly for keyboard,
but also including a great number of instrumental works. Frescobaldi is one of the earliest and
most important composers for instrumental genres during the early 17th century, as most
other composers focused on writing for voices.
Canzona Prima per Canto Solo is taken from Frescobaldi's collection Canzoni da sonare a una,
due, tre et quattro, a collection of “instrumental canzonas” published in Venice in 1634.
Frescobaldi’s instrumental canzonas introduced the Stylus Fantasticus, the idea of writing
contrasting sections with changing tempos, a practice which contemporary sonata composers
quickly adopted. Frescobaldi did not specify instruments for his works, intending for them to
be available to any instrument that fits the range.
Antonio Bertali (1605-1669) was born in Verona, where he was trained in violin from Stefano
Bernardi. In 1622 he was granted a position as a violinist in the Hapsburg court in Vienna,
where he stayed for the rest of his life. Besides playing the violin, he was frequently called on
to compose, and in 1649 became maestro di cappella. During his time there he oversaw the
next generation of developing violinists in Austria, including Johann Heinrich Schmelzer.
Though he is most famous for his vocal music, which served as a model for later composers,
Bertali also composed several works for one or more violins, which appear in the Partiturbuch
Ludwig, a large hand-copied manuscript of over 100 instrumental pieces gathered from all
over what is now Germany, Austria and the surrounding area. The collection opens with three
pieces by Bertali, two sonatas and the Ciaconna. Tonight’s program features the second
sonata, in d minor.
Johann Heinrich Schmelzer (c. 1620-1680) was born in Scheibbs, Lower Austria. He spent his
life working for the Hapsburg courts in Vienna and Prague, as a violinist and composer under
the tutelage of Antonio Bertali. He attained a close relationship with Emperor Leopold I, who
gave him a title and the position of Kapellmeister in 1679. Schmelzer was the first native
Austrian to attain this position. Unfortunately he died the following year in an outbreak of the
bubonic plague.
Schmelzer was a significant composer of instrumental music in Austria. His compositions
developed both the Suite and the Sonata forms of 17th-century German and Austrian music.

Though he is mostly known for trio sonatas, he wrote six Sonatae unarum fidium in 1664 for
violin and continuo. Tonight's program includes the first sonata from this set, in C major.
Typical of the 17th-century sonata, it features a number of contrasting sections, often united
by a repeating ground bass.
Andreas Oswald (1634-1665) was born in Weimar, where his father was working as the court
organist. He learned to play the organ and the violin from his father, and was playing for
Weimar by the age of 15. Upon the orchestra’s dissolution in 1662, Oswald became the town
organist at Eisenach, where he also gave violin recitals and composed. He stayed there until
his untimely death at age 30 in 1665.
Several of Oswald’s sonatas for one, two and three instruments and continuo appear in the
Partiturbuch Ludwig and the Rost Codex, another contemporary collection of instrumental
works, but only one other of Oswald’s sonatas survives in manuscript outside of those
collections. Tonight’s sonata in e minor is No. 4 in Partiturbuch Ludwig.
Heinrich Ignaz Franz von Biber (1644-1704) was a Bohemian violinist and composer who
made his career in Salzburg. Recognized early as a virtuoso, he entered the service of the
Archbishop of Salzburg in 1670. In 1684 he was Kapellmeister, and in 1690 he was granted a
knighthood by Emperor Leopold I. During his career he published several collections of
music, particularly for solo violin, that were spread throughout Europe. Much of his music is
deeply religious, expressing his devotion to the Catholic church.
His Sonata 2 in d minor comes from his collection of Sonatae Violino Solo, a collection of 8
violin sonatas published in 1681. This sonata features a short Prelude to introduce the key,
then a beautiful Aria over a ground, then six variations of the aria, featuring different bow and
left-hand techniques. A short Finale ends the work. The form of Theme and Variations is one
of the oldest and most popular forms for a work of music, with its origins in the Renaissance,
but was widespread in the 17th century.
Nathanael Schnittelbach (1633-1667) was a well-respected German violinist. He was based
in Lübeck, but traveled throughout Germany, Poland, Denmark, Holland and Sweden during
his life, gaining temporary posts in various court orchestras. Unfortunately, while playing for a
court wedding in Gottorf, he fell ill and died soon after, at age 34. Only a handful of his works
survive.
Schnittelbach is represented in Partiturbuch Ludwig only by a single Violin Sonata, No. 7 in
the collection. This sonata is written in the form of a Ciaccona (chaconne), with the bass line
playing a repeated descending tetrachord (set of four notes), and the violin playing variations
over it. There are several Ciacconas in the Partiturbuch Ludwig, a testament to the popularity
of the form.
—John Ott

About Us
Cellist and gambist John Ott, a native of Los Angeles, received his Bachelor of Music degree in cello
performance from UC Irvine in 2004, studying with Dr. Margaret Parkins, and in 2016 completed
his Master of Music degree in Early Music, viola da gamba at the Longy School of Music in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, where he studied with Jane Hershey. In between, he performed with
Symphony Irvine, Dana Point Symphony, Montage Civic Orchestra, and South Orange County
Chamber Orchestra, played in the string quartet Elegie Quartet, and played chamber music all over
Los Angeles and Orange County. During his two years in Massachusetts, aside from his Longy
ensembles, he performed with Boston Camerata and Boston Opera Collaborative. He has played
with the Orange County-based early music group L'Esprit Baroque since 2014. He maintains a large
teaching studio, primarily at Vienna Music Institute in Irvine, CA, and has been the cello coach for
three high schools in Irvine Unified School District.
Fascinated and deeply inspired by the relationship between music, movement, and dance, violinist
and Dalcrozian-in-training Sylvia Schwartz is a passionate chamber musician in both modern and
historical performance practices. A native of Boston, Sylvia has performed with Guts, L’Esprit
Baroque, Musica Angelica Baroque Orchestra, LA Chamber Chorale, The Meistersingers,
Eudaimonia—A Purposeful Period Band, Harvard Baroque Chamber Orchestra, Harvard Early
Music Society, New Bedford Symphony, New England Classical Singers, and Lizzie and the
Flakjackets throughout the United States and Canada, in Estonia, Latvia, and at Shostakovich Hall in
St. Petersburg, Russia. Sylvia earned a M.M. in Violin Performance from the Longy School of Music,
where she studied violin with Laura Bossert and early music with Dana Maiben, Na’ama Lion,
Vivian Montgomery, and Ryan Turner. She also holds a B.S. in Engineering from Olin College.
Sylvia teaches privately in person and online, for the Irvine Unified School District, and at Vienna
Music Institute in Irvine, California, and concertizes frequently with Guts and L’Esprit Baroque.

About Historically-Informed
Performance Practice
The mission of Guts is to bring the music of the Baroque era to vivid life, recreating the distinct sound
of the time in which it was composed. In tonight’s program, Sylvia will be playing a baroque violin,
constructed in 2016 by Douglas Cox to replicate a Guarneri violin of the early 1700’s, with a long
baroque bow made by Louis Bégin. John will play a viol built by Lu Mi based on a model by Nicolas
Bertrand, with a baroque bow also made by Louis Bégin, and an early 20th-century cello by an
unknown French maker, with yet another bow made by Louis Bégin. All three instruments are strung
with pure-gut strings, the way they would have been in the 17th or 18th century. Gut strings sound
warmer, though quieter, than their modern metal equivalents, and baroque instruments are under less
tension, so they sound more open, though not as projecting. Like most Baroque music, all of the music

on tonight’s program has a basso continuo line forming the foundation of the ensemble, typically
shared by the cello or gamba and the keyboard, usually a harpsichord or organ. We are presenting
these works without a keyboard instrument for this concert.
As performers, we will be adding ornaments such as trills and turns to the music as we play. The
practice of decorating music was unique to the performer and to the circumstances of performance,
and helped each musician put their own stamp on a piece of music. Decorating this way both adds to
the expressiveness of the music and allows us to share our personalities as performers with our
audience. Also, since the music of this time is generally imitating sung text, even though the music we
are playing has no specific text we will be shaping our phrases and melodies as if they were sung with
words.

Patrons & Donors
Our deep gratitude extends to the following Patrons making monthly sustaining donations to support our
music-making:
Anonymous
Andrea Verena Araiza
John W. Ballantyne
Eben Bein
Hanneke Bennett
Herbert Chang
Lee Dietterich
Philip Friedel
Elizabeth Gibson
Andrea Itkin
Richard & Hildy Itkin

Mark Kagan
Judith S. Karp
Sarah Vay Kerns
Anna Kim
Keith Kreycik
Alethea Marti
Janice & Paul Massatt
Heena Mutha & Mike Hughes
John & Kristi Ott
Kira Ott
Emily Outhier

Heriberto Ramos
James Regulinski
Margaret Rousseau
Diana Salazar
Eric Schultz
Denise & Samuel Schwartz
Judith Schwartz
Chien Sun
Jeremy Vance
Beth Weissman

The consistent monthly support from these generous Patrons, ranging from $1-100 per month, gives us a level of
security and ability to program our own concerts that is very rare in our field in contemporary times, particularly during
the uncertainty of this pandemic and its devastating impact on the arts. We currently use a tool called Patreon to enable
individuals to support us in the way wealthy noble patrons financed the great artists, composers, and performers of past
times, one affordable donation at a time. (Offline arrangements are also possible for those who prefer—contact us at
info@gutsbaroque.com.)
Learn more about how to join this community, and what we offer each month in return for your generosity, at
https://patreon.com/gutsbaroque

We are deeply grateful also to the following Donors:
J. Winthrop Aldrich
Larry Allen
Jay Blake
Ward Bein & Priscilla Bolte
Kate Bracher
Catherine Brown
Dorothy & John Cairns
Rae Cousins
David Emery
Barry Fisher
Maya French
Philip & Katie Friedel
Jeff & Mary Fuhrer
Sherna Gluck
LeeAnn Gorne

Ron Guerriero
David Harris
Elizabeth Hasbrouck
Karen Havlena
Ann Arcino Howe
Mike Hughes & Heena Mutha
Ken & Yasuyo Khoo
Phyllis Klein
Tom Law
Susan Leahy
Jane Levy
Lydia Lucas
Youssef Marzouk
Lisa McCarroll
David Murillo

Kira Ott
John & Kristi Ott
Karin Pally
Linda Palmer
Lily Press & Simon Linn-Gerstein
David Robertson
Eric Schultz
Christina Spurling
Danna Staaf
Robin Stein
Joel Tompkins
Natalya Vodyanoy
Rhuan Wei
Michael T. Wilson
Carson Wu
Matthew Zweig

For more information about upcoming concerts, recordings, and special projects,
please visit us at gutsbaroque.com.
On the Contact page is a red button to sign up for our email list,
which we warmly welcome you to do!

